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Abstract 
Background :  
„The lack of motion is a basic process in the birth of diseases”. (Hipocrate 460BC–370 BC) 
Biological motility is the capacity of an organism to move spontaneously and voluntary at the expense of 
energy and represents one of the crucial traits (if not the most important trait) of all living matter. Motility is 
a key process present in unicellular organisms as well as multicellular organisms and is the basis of embryonic 
development, would healing, immune response, tumor formation, metastasis, cell migration, digestion, 
circulation, respiration and reasoning and various other critical processes including biological evolution itself.  
The constant motility of developing organisms (from trilobites to human beings) has undoubtedly shaped 
evolution by constantly improving the functions of the skeletal system and other internal organs such as the 
digestive tract, liver, kidneys etc.  
The evolution from prehistoric human beings to modern men went through several steps during which human 
motility represented once more a crucial element. Once industrial food production appeared – with the 
overproduction we are familiarized with, human motility became a protection factor against obesity which is 
one of the most problematic medical conditions of our time.  
The first important scientific evidente base was: Brownian motion (Robert Brown in 1828) when he noted that 
the particles (pollen grains) moved randomly through the water. Diffusion or brownian motion is the random 
motion of particles suspended in a fluid (a liquid or a gas) resulting from their collision with the quick atoms 
or molecules in the gas or liquid. A brown motion theory was explained in modern sense by Einstein (1905).  
 
Materials and methods : 
Classical physics describes motion to be the change in position of an object with respect to time and its 
refference point. Motion in the universe is described using  two apparently contradictory sets of laws. The 
motion of familliar objects – including cells – are described by classic mechanics while the movement of 
atoms and subatomic particles are described by quantum mechanics.  
As creatures evolved, various types of motility were developed – these include chemotaxis (motility along a 
chemical gradient), thermotaxis (motility along a temperature gradient), phototaxis (motility along a light 
gradient), magnetotaxis (motility along a magnetic field), galvanotaxis (motility along an electrical field), 
gravitaxis (motility along the direction of gravitational force), durotaxis (motility along a rigidity gradient), 
haptotaxis (motility along a gradient of cell adhesion sites) and many others. Nowadays researchers only  begin 
to understand the crucial part motility played in the evolution of species. 
All surgical interventions (cheiron+ergon = gesture done by hand) represent – in broad lines – small 
controlled traumas with the sole purpose of removing tumors (surgical oncology),  removing foreign bodies 
and restoring organ integrity  (trauma surgery), restoring vascular flow to the body (cardiac surgery and 
vascular surgery), decompressing the brain (neurosurgery) and so on. In all areas of surgery cell and tissue 
motility is singlehandedly the key to healing and succes.  
The evolution from prehistoric human beings to modern men went through several steps during which human 
motility represented once more a crucial element. Once industrial food production appeared – with the 
overproduction we are familiarized with, human motility became a protection factor against obesity which is 
one of the most problematic medical conditions of our time.  

              
 

L31 - Motility or Morbidity in Neurosurgery 
Motto:  „I move, therefore I am” (Haruki Murakami, Japanese Writer) 
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According to WHO data, in 2014 there were more than 1.4 billion adults aged 20 or more who were 
overweight. More than 500 million people are obese while more than 40 million children suffer of this ailment. 
Physical activity (motility) is the best solution! Swimming, Tennis, Cycling and limiting of hypercaloric food 
intake are the symplest and most effective ways to get rid of obesity and improve the individual quality of life 
and treatment for all medical patients.  
As soon as „fast track” surgery began being implemented in hospitals, neurosurgeons took the concept and 
adapted it to neurosurgery. Besides the critical concern for the patient’s motility expressed through diffuse 
tensor immaging (DTI) fiber tracking, doctors began to understand that the key to a fast neurosurgical recovery 
is a fast treatment. The patient should firstly be able to move spontaneously and independantly and secondly 
he should be able to do that as soon as possible after surgery. Pulmonary thrombembolism is therefore avoided, 
intestinal transit is ensured, csf transit is ensured, complete body motions are ensured and the nervous system 
is stress-free. Provided the fact that any lesions of the brain have a tremendous impact of the motility of the 
patient the authors consider that the motility of the patient has a tremendous impact on the healing of the 
patient. 
The authors extensively motility & neurorehabilitation work in traumatic or nontraumatic all neurosurgical 
disorders . 
The authors insist on prevention of thromboembolism phenomena of increased muscle tone, family 
reintegration, social and professional, for patients with neurosurgical disorders.  
Motility and quality of life through rehabilitation , framed by neuro - rehabilitation is major phenomenon there 
is continuous feedback between central command and response musculoskeletal peripheral joint. 
In the current vision , can no longer conceive a department of neurosurgery, without the adjacent 
neurorehabilitation . 
 
Conclusions – we believe that motility is the key to limiting and improving worldwide morbidity while also 
limiting the effects of other diseases and increasing the healing rates of other pathologies while also preventing 
thrombosis. Neurosurgical and neurovascular pathologies are prime targets for early motility of patients. 
Under these circumstances a modern medicine without early postoperative mobilization of the patient is no 
longer concievable, a fact which is in strict accordance with the old saying in the bible „Take up your bed and 
walk”(John  5:8). 
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